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What do we mean by private WSUD?
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• On private property

• Under private management

• Legal obligation to maintain and manage 
(preferably!)



What do we mean by private WSUD 
systems?
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Biofiltration (raingardens)

(The Daily Moss, 2016)

Gross Pollutant Traps



What do we mean by private WSUD 
systems?
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Filter Cartridges

On-Site Stormwater 
Detention



What do we mean by private WSUD 
systems?
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Permeable Pavement

Pit inserts



What do we mean by private WSUD 
systems?
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Rainwater tanks

(The Daily Moss, 2016)

Non-potable Water 
reporting

(The Echo, 2019)



Why do we care?
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• Localised flood mitigation

• Water security

• Waterway protection

• Often majority of treatment within a catchment

• Mounting evidence – low rates of maintenance and 
some cases of interferences (Ardren 2020)



Compliance program – an evolution
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 2012 = Implementation 

 Program = inspection based, managed via Excel spreadsheet

 2018/19  = program reviewed
• Legal enforceability severely limited 
• Inspection based = impractical

 New program = significant changes
• Legal foundation thoroughly reworked
• Integrated into Tech 1 – track properties and systems
• Shift from Inspection to owner-reporting model



Philosophy: Less stick, more help
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Incentivise and recognise landowners for complying with 
Council’s WSUD asset management requirements

Recognition & 
Incentivisation

Engage with and educate landowners on 
their WSUD assets, why they matter and 
how they need to be managed

Education and Engagement

Provide a systematic approach to 
monitoring private WSUD systems 
with legal authority to act.Compliance



It all starts with a Development Control 
Plan (DCP)
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• Identifies what types of development 
require WSUD systems

• Describes strategies, assessments and 
plans to be submitted

• Defines targets: water quality, 
conservation and detention



Then it’s Conditional
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 Ensure applicants provide pertinent 
WSUD asset info to council

 Ensure applicants submit a 
maintenance schedule

 Ensure applicants enter into a 
maintenance contract

 Ensure applicants apply necessary 
positive and restrictive covenants



Making it ‘forever’
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 Positive Covenants and Restrictions on the Use of Land

 Written by councils

 Given legal effect under the Conveyancing Act 1919

 Managed by the Land Registry Service

 Applied to the property, not individuals per-se

 Can only be extinguished by the Consent Authority (typically Council)



Positive Covenant
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 Authorises council to inspect

 Requires owners to act on any written 
instruction from Council

 Gives Council legal rights to recover costs 

 Defines owner responsibilities to their 
WSUD System

 Gives definition to a WSUD System

 Authorises council to compel works 

 Makes the covenant binding to property
‘in-perpetuity’



Restriction on Use of Land
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A proposed WSUD restrictive covenant 
that:

 Makes the covenant binding to property
‘in-perpetuity’

 Prevents owners from doing anything 
that will reduce the performance of the 
WSUD system

 Gives definition to a WSUD System



Reporting is mandatory!
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 Maintenance schedule template 
developed
 Create consistency
 Easy to understand what 

maintenance is required and when
 Filled out as part of development 

consent

 Reporting sheets
 Inspection & Maintenance sheets 

available
 Created for each asset type



How it will work
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L Letter

Key



Engaging with the community
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 Purpose built Website

 Letters

 Fact Sheets

 Instructional videos

 Communication (provision of phone 
number, emails – the personal touch)

 Guidelines



Engaging with the industry
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(Min and Miguel 2018)

 Documenting the program = manual

 Sharing resources (e.g. Inspection and Maintenance Guidelines)

 Working with others e.g. PRCG, Stormwater Industry Association

 Change through the spread of ideas and action

 Why engage and share? Innovation as contagion:



Contact Details

 wsud@blacktown.nsw.gov.au

 Address email to Andrew or Daniel
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